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Navigation

Definition: Directing one’s course; 
finding one’s way to a goal.
An old topic in information retrieval, 
made especially important by the 
advent of the Web and ecommerce.
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Key Concept: Information Scent

Theory from Xerox Parc
» Stu Card & Peter Pirolli
» Arose from development of hyperbolic 

tree browser; modelling user search
Major assumptions. 
» Users are “foraging”
» Goal is information (content)
» Proximal cues guide search.

contentcue
start cue



Example - Looking for a job 
(1999-2001 site design)

click on “cue”
-category link



Link leads to another cue-
another “category link”



“Jobs” link leads to
named categories  

2002



Theoretical arguments
Search has energy costs.
Users attempt efficiency (stay within 
page or site if there are cues). Giving 
up is very low cost.
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Heuristic nature 
of search

Search occurs across problem spaces (MHP 
theoretical legacy)
- URL typing              - link search
- key word                 - visual search

“Un-GOMs-like” (nonlinear backtracking,
returning to landmarks)“HCI”

GaTech CMU

Google
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Ecommerce 
adaptation

From research on consumer behavior
» Hunting & gathering versus foraging
» Hunters follow the scent to prey; gatherers

happen on a scent (impulse shopping).
Must pull user towards content (a target) 
with a clear scent of information (cues).
Users need confidence
» Before click, that they are on the right track
» After click, that they are closer.



Research on 
“Hunting”

Users start general and then narrow.
Users can tell you if they are on the right track
Users can’t tell you how far away they are 
(most think they are 1 or 2 clicks away)
As long as users think they are on the right 
track, they will keep clicking.
So. . .every design element that gives users 
more confidence,keeps them there and pulls 
them to content.



Importance of Scent
•No controlled experiments so far
•Comparison of sites with/without stronger 
scent (ratings of information similar to 
goal) shows stronger scent associated 
with sticking to ‘trail” within a site

scent
rating

Pages from last node before “BACK”
4 3 12 next link

5 pages

3 pages

From Card et
al., CHI 2001



Great strides in the last 5 years but there remains much
room for improvement. See clutter on this site.

This is only
1/3 of
the home 
page.

Customers
find simple
flight 
search but 
other tasks 
harder.



How people gain and lose scent:
APA home has a mix of information
for different constituencies. How to appeal?

User categories



Task: You are looking for a therapist who 
practices in Florida. What do you do next?



If you clicked “Public”



Click on “Find a psychologist”

Assumes you
recognize
“therapist” = 
“psychologist”



All that for a phone number?



Research on Scent and 
Scent Blockers

Users find content in 4 ways
» memory - type URL
» search engine - type key words
» link following
» visual search of page (next lecture)
Any method can turn up scent
» e.g., “www.landsend.com”



Memory

People recall brand name URLS
» cancernet.gov or NCI.gov vs. macys.com

Many people type URL into Google



Search Engines
Web search better than site search
Site searches often fail within web sites
Usability Engineering study of video and CD 
sites, 2001
» Hunters: 53% users found content goal with 

category links vs. 30% with search engine
» Gatherers: 74% users found new content of 

interest  with category links vs. 26% with search 
engine

New study in 2002 of apparel and home 
goods sites: Search did worse.



Example. “Return policy” in search box
found 39 books, no policy.



Link Following
•Problem is to differentiate links

AT HOME  WOMEN  MEN  YOUNG ATTITUDE  JEWELRY   GIFTS   TRENDS   BOUTIQUES

You are an 18 yr old female student, shopping 
for clothes for college.
•women or young attitude?
•beauty or boutiques?

•Design challenge: many differentiated 
categories easy to find and linked to content



Earliest empirical study of interface features 

that increase store traffic and sales 

Earliest empirical study of interface features 

that increase store traffic and sales 

•Measured 32 store features for 28 Internet 
retail stores.
•Examined monthly traffic & sales in April 1996

•Multiple regressions to predict traffic and sales

Gerald Lohse and Peter Spiller (1996)



Features studied  Features studied  

•Store navigation
•Product search
•Site maps
•Product lists: name, navigation, images, price
•Number of products
•Product descriptions
•Multiple shopping modes
•Multiple store entrances
•Service information
•Company information, etc.



Product lists





Multiple shopping modes



Main findings
•Product list navigation explained. . .

7% of variance in monthly traffic  
61% of variance in monthly sales. 

Each additional mouse click reduced the 
probability of a purchase. 
•Store entrances.

7% variance in traffic
10% variance in sales
3% sales per entrance

Most stores had too few entrances. 
•Promotions.

1% variance in traffic
4% variance in sales

Worked for main entrances not exit



More findings
More products
No effect on sales but 17% of variance in traffic

FAQ section
Stores with a lot of traffic added FAQ to deal with customer 

questions.

Customer feedback  
9% variance in monthly traffic
1% variance in monthly sales

Good service associated w. higher sales.



Scent blockers

Links that lie 
Missing keywords
More general content
Cute or weak links
Intrusive gateways

Loss of confidence
causes people to 
give up. They often
leave for good.













Form asks for
addition details
(costs increase
but scent remains)





Uh Oh!



Beautiful site but difficult to shop

Click on a ring
to navigate





Practical Tips

Quality of links
Links inspire confidence 
through
» Type of link
» Amount of information
» How the link is organized 

with other links



Types of links
Content link (goes to pages containing content)
Category link (goes to pages containing mostly 
other links)
Keyword link (search; what the user types)
Back or home link

Typical category
link



Content links work best  

Users are more likely to be successful when 
they use content links
» But most sites have more category links

Back/Home are a symptom of a problem
» User has lost the scent

Can you create more content links?
» Suggests shallow architecture

shallow

deep



Link Organization
Organization affected by

• Grouping
• Structuring
• Differentiating
• Avoiding links altogether



Grouping

•Users perceive items in close proximity are 
related

–Increases confidence before clicking
•Web pages with more groups of links do 
better

–Groups of content links do MUCH better



Groups of links



Structuring

Structure provides a way to assess 
completeness of the content
» What’s here
» What’s missing (know when to stop 

looking)
Helps users scan



Structured lists



What constitutes structure? 

Common taxonomy
» Does the user know it?

Familiar domain
» Car manufacturers, sports teams

Hierarchy
» Alphabetizing alone often does 

not convey structure.



Differentiating links

Links that lead to different content 
need to make their differences clear
» Links that aren’t well differentiated from 

each other make it harder to choose.



Why do brackets, indents, 
and bullets help?

Help users chunk information
Help with scanning
Help users distinguish links from each 
other.

Money Market Funds
Money Market
Federal Municipal Money Market
State Municipal Money Market

Users thought there were 4 funds here



HP’s differentiation is better



Redundant links
Redundant links lead to the same page
They support users with:
» Different backgrounds
» Different contexts
» Different goals

Fit with research on multiple entrances
Give multiple scents to a single target



Redundant links...

Three links to the same page



No links
Using new technology (e.g., Flash) to avoid links:
Example http://www.vwasia.com/start/visualiser/index.html,
Configure a car without following multiple links.

•See the whole picture
•Fill in forms in any order

http://www.moen.com/Consumer/products/dyo/dyok/index.cfm



Conclusion
Links must offer & maintain scent
» Link following is a major source of success in web 

navigation
Topics not covered today: content design, page 
design, use of technologies, community.
Technology, businesses, and usability are 
changing fast. (Examples in this lecture could 
be outdated by next year.)
Guidelines interact with content. Theory is just 
at a beginning stage. Therefore you must do 
user testing.


